
Links to literacy

Year 11 History Curriculum Road Map

AUTUMN - 1

Topic name: Early challenges to Elizabeth

Elizabeth is a feminist icon. A young woman who battled 
the odds in a man’s world to become one of our most 
successful leaders. We will explore her journey which 
sees her almost being executed for treason, fighting for 
her religion and battling prejudice to emerge as our 
leader for almost 50 years. Her struggles reveal how 
motivation, quick wits and crafty alliances can build you 
up. This all takes place in the Tudor period – a time rich 
with character, intrigue and betrayal.

SUMMER - 1

GCSE Exams

SUMMER – 2

GCSEs completed.

Links to Numeracy

Subject Intent statement

AUTUMN - 2

Topic name: Spanish Armada

England is built on national myths and legends – stories that inspire us 
to stand up and beat the odds. The English defeated the Spanish 
through cunning and preparation. We will explore this story to 
evaluate what makes a battle plan successful or unsuccessful. We will 
look at why the Spanish sent 300 ships, why the English sank half of 
them and what the consequences were at the time, over the next 400 
years and even today!
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5SPRING - 1

Topic name: Elizabethan Society
Why study this topic?
To truly understand a period of history we have to know how people lived. 
Elizabethan England is rich with sources which tell us about peoples lives. They 
fought, they drank, they watched plays, they went to school, they were rich, 
they were poor, they were happy, they were miserable. In fact, they were just 
like us! We want you to know the real story and immerse yourself in a time 
period which you can see and touch.
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SPRING - 2

GCSE Revision
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In history, we use chronology and statistics to help organise and structure the events we study  

We will nurture a passion for history where students explore diverse stories to develop an 
understanding of the world around them to make them better leaders. Students will develop 
resilience as they excel through constructive challenge. Students will understand causation, 

recognise change and evaluate significance on their journey to becoming aspirational individuals 

We develop historical literacy through reading historical interpretations and sources aloud, and constructing 
arguments through extended writing tasks. We discuss key concepts with our peers to help embed key terms
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